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(3) Short Title

25 PA Code Chapter 209a Surface Mining.

(4) PA Code Cite
25 PA Code Chapter 209, Coal
Mines.

(5) Agency Contacts & Telephone Numbers

Primary Contact: Michele Tate, 783-8727

Secondary Contact: Kelly Jean Hefmer, 783-8727

(6) Type ofRulemaking (Check One)

.Proposed Rulemaking
X Final Order Adopting Regulation

Final Order, Proposed Rulemaking

Omitted

(7) Is a 120-Day Emergency Certification
attached?

X No
Yes: By the Attorney General
Yes: By the Governor

(8) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language.

This final regulation is an extensive rewrite of 25 PA Code Chapter 209. This rulemaking: renames
Chapter 209 Coal Mines to 209a Surface Mining, deletes and reserves the existing provisions and
incorporates by reference selected health and safety standards for surface mines promulgated by the
U.S. Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health Administration ("MSHA").

(9) State the statutory authority for the regulation and any relevant state or federal court decisions.

1. Section 4.2 of the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act ("SMCRA") and Section
1 l(a) of the Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act ("NCSMCRA") (52 P.S. §§
1396.4b and 331 l(a)), which direct the Department to promulgate regulations for the health and safety
of those persons engaged in the work of surface mining and for the protection of the general public.

2. Sections 1917-A and 1920-A of the Administrative Code of 1929,71 P.S. § 510-20. Sections
1917-A and 1920-A of the Administrative Code of 1929 authorize the Board to adopt regulations to
prevent the occurrence of a nuisance and to promulgate such rules and regulations as are necessary for
the proper work of the Department

3. Section 2(f) of the General Safety Law (43 P.S. § 25-2(f)), which requires, inter alia, operators
of surface industrial mineral mines to adopt measures to protect persons working within.
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(10) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? I f yes,
cite the specific law, case or regulation, and any deadlines for action.

No.

(11) Explain me compeUing public interest that justifies the regulation. What is Hie problem it
addresses?

The Department's surface mine safety program is implemented through routine inspections. As part of
me mme inspection, the inspector will identify unsafe conditions and work with we operator to correct
those conditions before an accident can occur. The inspector's ability to identify and correct unsafe
conditions is hampered by the inadequacy ofthe current surface minmg safety regulations, Chapter 209
(relating to coal mines). The provisions of Subchapter A (relating to general safety in bituminous coal
strip mines) are antiquated and differ from safety requirements established by MSHA. This difference
in standards is a source of conflict and jeopardizes safety at bituminous surface mines. The provisions
ofSubchapterB (relating to explosives m anthracite strip mines) are not only out of date, but only
cover blasting and no other aspects of safety. TJhe storage, handling and use of explosives at anthracite
surface mines is addressed by provisions found in Chapter 88 (relating to anthracite mines) and
Chapter 211 (relating to the storage, handling and use of explosives.) There are no regulations
specifying safety standards for surface industrial mineral mines. Finally, this proposed rulemaking
addresses the Rendell Administration's initiative to develop a "world class mine safety program."

(12) State the public health, safety, environmental or general welfare risks associated with non-
regulation.

Failure to update surface coal mining safety regulations and to promulgate surface industrial mineral
safety regulations will continue to subject mine workers to an unacceptable level of risk, to surfer lost-
time or fatal accidents.
(13) Describe who will benefit from the regulation. (Quantify the benefits as completely as possible
and approximate the number of people who will benefit.)

Surface mine employees (approximately 7,175 surface mine employees) will benefit by the prevention
of lost-time and fatal accidents. The mining industry (approximately 2,900 operations) will benefit by
having fewer workers compensation claims.

(14) Describe who will be adversely affected by the regulation. (Quantify the adverse effect as
completely as possible and approximate the number of people who will be adversely affected.)

No one will be adversely affected by the regulation. Federal regulations already require the mining
industry to meet these standards.
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(15) List the persons, groups or entities that will be required to comply with the regulation.
(Approximate the number of people who will be required to comply.)

All coal and noncoal surface mining permittees (approximately 2,900 mines) will be required to
comply with these regulations.

(16) Describe the communications with and input from the public in the development and drafting of
the regulation. List the persons and/or groups who where involved, if applicable.

Interested permittees helped identify the concepts in these proposed regulations. In addition, the
Department held 13 informational meetings attended by operators/management, consultants, and
miners. This proposal was presented to the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board ("MRAB") at its
meeting of January 25, 2007. The final rulemaking was presented to the MRAB at the January 10,
2008 meeting. The MRAB recommended that the Department proceed with final rulemaking.

(17) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures, which may be required.

These proposed regulations are the same as MSHA standards currently applicable to all mining
permittees. As such, there will be little to no increase in costs. A small administrative cost is expected
for copying and sending information to the Department. Assuming these regulations result in fewer
accidents, the regulated community could realize cost savings associated with lost man hours, workers
compensation and related litigation.

(18) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures, which may be required.

There will not be any costs or savings to local governments associated with this proposal.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may
be required.

No additional costs or savings.
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(20) In the table below, provide an estimate of the Gscal savings and cost associated with
implementation and compliance 6 r the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years,

Current FY FY+1

SAVINGS: $ $ $ $ $ $

Regulated Community 0

Local Government

State Government

Total Savings

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

COSTS: 0 0 0

Regulated Community 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800

Local Government 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0

Total Costs 5,800 5,800 5,800

REVENUE LOSSES: 0 0 0 0

Regulated Community

Local Government 0 0

State Government 0

Total Revenue Losses 0 0 0
(20a) Explam how the cost estimates listed above were derived.

Since the mining industry must meet the equivalent MSHA regulations, there should be minimal
increased cost to comply. It is estimated that it will cost about $20 per mine site to comply with die
administrative requirements (postage and copying). With an estimated 2,900 mine sites, this results in
a cost of $5,800.

The amendments will not change me Department's costs for regulating the mining industry. As
described above, these proposed regulations will not impose costs on the regulated community. Local
governments are not subject to these regulations.

An incalculable cost savings to the regulated community is the reduced risk for injury or death of
miners. This cost savings is due to the prevention of accidents by raising the profile of surface mine
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(20b) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Program FY-3
(FY2004)

FY-2
(FY2005 (FY2006)

Current FY
(FY 2007)

Environmental
Protection
Operations
(#160-10381)

$85,898,000 $87,897,000 $89,847,000 $98,582,000

Environmental
Program
Management
(#161-10382)

$37,594,000 $37,049,000 $36,868,000 $39,909,000

(21) Using the cost-benefit information provided above, explain how the benefits of the regulation
outweigh the adverse effects and costs.

The benefit of the regulation will be increased safety at mine sites. This is achieved by enhancing the
effectiveness of the safety inspection without an increase in costs, because the industry already is
required by MSHA to comply with these standards. There will be no increased costs to the
Commonwealth because DEP inspectors are already on the mine sites making environmental
inspections.

(22) Describe the nonregulatory alternatives considered and the costs associated with those
alternatives. Provide the reasons for their dismissal.

The Department is currently trying to reduce lost-time and fatal accidents through a compliance
assistance approach. However, as explained above, lost-time and fatal accidents are still unacceptably
high in Pennsylvania. In working with the mine operators, the inspectors need a set of reasonable,
enforceable, regulations they can cite and when necessary, enforce.

(23) Describe alternative regulatory schemes considered and the costs associated with those schemes.
Provide the reasons for their dismissal.

There were two rejected schemes. First, the Department rejected the concept of rewriting chapter 209
with its own regulations, because of the potential for confusion and conflict with safety regulations
promulgated by MSHA. The Department also rejected the concept of adopting by reference all of the
MSHA regulations for surface coal and metal and nonmetal mines. Many of the MSHA regulations are
not applicable to Pennsylvania mines or appropriate for enforcement by DEP. In addition, the latter
concept would impose a significant cost burden on the DEP, without yielding proportional increases in
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(24) /Ire (here any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? I f yes, identify the
specific provisions and die compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulation.

Yes. The auger mining regulations establish minimum requirements for using benches to stabilize the
highwall and thereby protect workers from falling rock. The MSHA regulations do not contain
specific requirements for using benches to stabilize a highwall. This is because me MSHA regulations
apply nationally to a variety of different geologic conditions. The use of benches to stabilize the
highwall is to be described in me ground control plan, required by 30 CFR § 77.1000 (relating to
ground control plan), m Pennsylvania, the geologic conditions in the Bituminous Coal Field are such
that strata are near horizontal and mere are only a few rock types. Because of this, the geologic
conditions are generally predictable making it reasonable to specify minimum benching standards that
can be varied on a case-by-case basis, to ensure highwall stability.

Auger mining in the anthracite coal fields is uncommon. Subsection 209a. 10c describes the
requirements for auger mining in me anthracite coal fields, where the geology is complex.

(25) How does the regulation compare with those of other states? Wil l the regulation put
Pennsylvania at a competitive disadvantage with other states?

No. MSHAreguladonsareappHedtoaUsuifacecoalandnoncoalminmgoperaho The
only difference is the minor cost of me possible need for additional safety benches for auger mining on
a site-specific basis.

(26) Wil l the regulation affect existing or proposed regulations of the promulgating agency or other
state agencies? I f yes, explain and provide specific citations.

(27) W1U any pubUchearmgs or informational meetings be scheduled? Please provide the dates,
times, and locations, i f available.

No. However, the Department held 13 informational meetings attended by operators/management,
consultants, and miners. This proposal was presented to me Mining Reclamation Advisory Board
("MRAB") at the meeting of January 25,2007. The final rulemaking was presented to the MRAB at
the January 10,2008 meeting.
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(28) Wil l the regulation change existing reporting, record keeping, or other paperwork requirements?
Describe the changes and attach copies of forms or reports which wil l be required as a result of
implementation, i f available.

These regulations establish two paperwork requirements. First, there is a requirement to submit to the
Department copies of the application request to, and subsequent MSHA approval of, a request for a
modification of a health and safety standard that has been incorporated by reference into these
regulations. Second, there is the requirement to submit to the Department the same accident reports
submitted to MSHA. The only cost to the operator is the cost of copying and mailing these documents
to the Department. The permittee must notify the Department by telephone when an accident, as
defined in the regulations, occurs,
(29) Please list any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of
affected groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, elderly, small businesses, and
farmers.

(30) What is the anticipated effective date of the regulation; the date by which compliance with the
regulation will be required; and the date by which any required permits, licenses or other approvals
must be obtained?

These regulations will go in to effect upon publication as final regulations.
(31) Provide the schedule for continual review of the regulation.

This regulation will be reviewed in accordance with the sunset review schedule published by the
Department to determine whether the regulation effectively fulfills the goals for which it was intended.
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NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
25 PA. CODE CHS. 209 AND 209a COAL MINES

The Environmental Quality Board (Board) by this order rescinds Chapter 209 (relating to coal
mines) and adds Chapter 209a (relating to surface mining) to read as set forth in Annex A. This
final-form rulemaking revokes existing, antiquated anthracite and bituminous safety regulations
and replaces them with selected Federal safety regulations that are adopted by reference. In
addition, selected Federal safety regulations for industrial mineral mines are also adopted by
reference.

This order was adopted by the Board at its meeting of April 15, 2008.

A. Effective Date

These amendments will go into effect upon publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin as final
rulemaking.

B. Contact Persons

For further information, contact Joseph G. Pizarchik, Director, Bureau of Mining and
Reclamation, P. O. Box 8461, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8461, (717) 787-5103; or Marc Roda, Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory Counsel, P. O.
Box 8464, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8464, (717) 787-7060.
Persons with a disability may use the AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or
(800) 654-5988 (voice users). This final-form rulemaking is available on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (Department) website: www.depweb.state.pa.us.

C. Statutory Authority

The final-form rulemaking is adopted under the authority of:

1. Section 4.2 of the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) (52 P. S.
§ 1396.4b) and section 11 (a) of the Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act
(NSMCRA) (52 P. S. § 3311 (a)), which authorize the Department to promulgate regulations for
the health and safety of those persons engaged in surface mining and for the protection of the
general public.

2. Section 2(f) of the General Safety Law (43 P. S. § 25-2(f)), which requires, among other
things, operators of surface industrial mineral mines to adopt measures to protect persons
working therein.



3. Sections 1917-A and 1920-A of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. §§ 510-17 and
510-20), which authorize the Board to adopt regulations to prevent the occurrence of a nuisance
and to promulgate rules and regulations necessary for the proper work of the Department.

D. Background and Purpose

The Department's surface mine safety program is implemented by surface mining conservation
inspectors. As part of the environmental inspection, the inspector also identifies unsafe
conditions and works with the operator to correct those conditions before an accident occurs.
The inspector's ability to identify and correct unsafe conditions is hampered by the inadequacy
and limited scope of the surface mining safety regulations in Chapter 209. Chapter 209,
Subchapter A (relating to general safety in bituminous coal strip mines) is antiquated and differs
from safety requirements established by the United States Department of Labor, Mine Safety and
Health Administration (MSHA). This difference in standards is a source of confusion and
jeopardizes safety at bituminous surface mines. The effectiveness of the Department's safety
program at anthracite surface mines is compromised because the existing regulations are limited
to blasting. There are no Pennsylvania safety regulations for anthracite surface mines.
Furthermore, the Chapter 209, Subchapter B anthracite surface coal mine blasting regulations are
not only out-of-date, but are unneeded. The storage, handling and use of explosives at anthracite
surface mines are addressed by Chapters 88 and 211 (relating to anthracite coal; and storage,
handling and use of explosives). Finally, Department safety efforts for surface industrial mineral
mines are hampered because there are no Pennsylvania safety standards for these mines.

This final-form rulemaking addresses the Rendell Administration's initiative to develop a "world
class mine safety program." To implement this initiative, Chapter 209 is rescinded and replaced
with new standards for coal and industrial mineral surface mines. For the most part, this final
rulemaking adopts by reference MSHA safety standards contained in 30 CFR Parts 56 and 77
(relating to safety and health standards-surface metal and nonmetal mines; and mandatory safety
standards, surface coal mines and surface work areas of underground coal mines). By adopting
the MSHA standards, the Department's safety standards are modernized and additional costs on
operators are minimized. Finally, by eliminating inconsistencies between the Department's
standards and the MSHA standards, the possibility for confusion in the field is minimized.

These amendments achieve the Department's goal of providing superior safety at surface mines
in this Commonwealth, in the most cost effective and the least intrusive manner possible. The
provisions of the MSHA regulations adopted by this final-form rulemaking are: those that
address the most significant risk to surface miners in this Commonwealth, provisions that the
Department inspection staff have sufficient expertise to implement, and provisions that apply to
areas where the Department staff would normally go during the environmental and safety
inspections they currently conduct. The Board did not adopt the MSHA regulations that would
require the Department inspection staff to obtain and be trained in the use of specialized
equipment or would require Department inspectors to expand their routine inspection area. In
addition, the Board did not adopt the MSHA regulations which contain standards that are
addressed by existing Department regulations. This approach allows for improvements in
overall safety without increased costs.



The Department will work closely with MSHA and provide training to its inspectors to further
minimize differences in the interpretation of all of MSHA's regulations. Additionally, all
Pennsylvania Surface Mine Inspectors have routine MSHA safety training. Some of
Pennsylvania's Surface Mine Inspectors are "MSHA certified" safety instructors.

The provisions of these regulations that are more stringent than the MSHA regulations are
related to auger mining. MSHA regulations apply nationally and are necessarily broad. In order
to reflect conditions in Pennsylvania's coal mines, these regulations require additional benching
of highwalls at mines where augering occurs. These auger mining provisions are more specific
than the MSHA requirements.

The Department's accident reporting requirements are less stringent than those of MSHA.
During accident investigations the Department will defer to MSHA's lead and provide
assistance. Since the Department's role in these investigations is secondary to MSHA's, this
regulation requires reporting of accidents to the Department in 1 hour. MSHA requires reporting
of accidents within 15 minutes. Additionally, the Board has not adopted provisions of the
MSHA regulations directly related to incidents that cause occupational illnesses or injuries and
will not require reporting of these incidents. The only incidents the Department requires to be
reported are those defined in the regulations as accidents.

On many surface mine sites, the Department conducts inspections more frequently than MSHA.
Effective safety programs rely on the principle of prevention. Constant reminders of hazards
helps prevent complacency that can lead to accidents. With these final-form regulations in place,
the higher awareness provided by the Department's inspectors will help prevent accidents and
result in a safer work environment at surface mines in this Commonwealth.

At a meeting on January 25, 2007 the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board (MRAB)
considered this proposed rulemaking as it applies to surface coal mining. The MRAB
unanimously recommended that the Board move forward with the proposed rulemaking. On
January 10, 2008 the MRAB recommended that the Department proceed with the final-form
rulemaking with the changes specified below.

E. Summary of Changes Made in the Final-form Rulemaking

Throughout the regulation, "Department" has been used instead of "Department of
Environmental Protection." For consistency, "Department of Environmental Protection" found
in § 209a. 10(b) has been changed to "Department." This change was made in response to a
comment described below.

The definition of "accident" has been modified to specify what constitutes an accident
under this regulation. The accident reporting section of the proposed regulation is not an MSHA
regulation reference, but uses MSHA regulations as a guideline. The definition of accident in the



final-form rulemaking is a subset of what constitutes an accident for MSHA. The MSHA
accident reporting regulations apply to surface and underground mining. For the purposes of
these surface mining regulations, MSHA's definition of an accident is overly broad because it
includes events that occur on the surface and underground. In response to a comment described
below, the definition of accident has been modified. The definition of accident is now limited to
incidents that occur on surface mines that cause death or serious injuries, or have a reasonable
potential to do so. In addition, the definition of accident now includes rock bursts.

The provisions of the proposed regulation requiring the Department be contacted within
an hour of an accident are amended to specify how to contact the Department. Specifically, the
final-form rulemaking directs the operator of a mine where an accident occurs to contact the
District Mining Office having jurisdiction over the mine. Additionally, the final rulemaking
provides that if contact cannot be made with the District Mining Office, the operator shall
contact the Department's 24 hour emergency telephone number. These changes were made to
enhance consistency and clarity.

The provisions of the proposed regulation which require that MSHA accident reporting
forms be submitted to the Department have been revised. Specifically, the final-form
rulemaking directs the operator of a mine where an accident occurs to mail to the Department's
District Mining Office having jurisdiction over the mine all forms submitted to MSHA regarding
the accident. The final-form rule making has been amended to eliminate the reference to a
specific MSHA form. Additionally, it sets a time of 10 days in which the forms must be
submitted to the Department. These changes were made for consistency and clarity.

The proposed rulemaking has been amended to add a subsection addressing pending
mine-specific variance requests. This new subsection provides that the Department, for petitions
for mine-specific alternative standard requests that are pending with MSHA upon the effective
date of this rulemaking, will adopt that modified mine-specific safety and health standard upon
the operator's submission of a copy of MSHA's approval of the alternative standard to the
Department. This change was in response to a comment described below.

F. Summary of Comments and Responses on the Proposed Rulemaking

Selection of Sections Adopted by Reference

A commentator asked how the Board determined which selected sections of 30 CFR
Parts 56 and 77 to adopt, and therefore enforce.

The Board chose to adopt the portions of 30 CFR 56 and 77 that focus on: the activities in
which the most serious accidents occurred, provisions that the Department inspection staff have



sufficient expertise to regulate, and provisions applying to areas where the Department staff
normally goes during the environmental and safety inspections they currently conduct. The
federal provisions which require expertise beyond that of the Department's inspection staff were
not adopted. Also not adopted were provisions that would require the Department inspection
staff to obtain and be trained in the use of specialized equipment, or which would require the
inspectors to expand their routine inspection areas. Finally, the Board did not adopt federal
provisions that are already addressed by other Department regulations.

Compliance Assistance

A commentator pointed out that while there is merit in a compliance assistance program
to improve safety, the details of a Department inspector's actions were not clearly explained in
the preamble of the proposed rulemaking. The commentator questioned how a DEP inspector is
qualified to determine how MSHA would interpret its federal regulations where the EQB left
sole jurisdiction to MSHA. Additionally, the commentator asked what expectations will be
placed on an operator offered compliance assistance, what recourse an operator has if the
operator disagrees with the Department's interpretation, or what if MSHA's interpretation of the
regulation differs from the Department's.

All Pennsylvania surface mine inspectors have routine MSHA safety training, and some
surface mine inspectors are "MSHA certified" safety instructors. The Department has the
statutory authority, and obligation, to improve the safety and safety awareness on mine sites. For
example, when an inspector has the expertise to clearly identify non-compliance with an MSHA
regulation, he or she may provide assistance for mine operators in complying with the MSHA
regulations that the Department has not adopted. If a Pennsylvania inspector is aware of a
violation of an MSHA safety regulation that the Commonwealth has not adopted, the inspector
will point out the condition and explain to the permittee that it may be a violation of an MSHA
regulation. Compliance assistance will be used in identifying potential MSHA compliance
issues and letting the permittee take action at their discretion.

Auger Mining

A commentator recommended that for consistency with the rest of this regulation,
Section 209a. 10(b) should use the term "Department," as it is defined in 25 Pa. Code Section
l.ln instead of Department of Environmental Protection.

This change has been made to the final-form regulation.

Accident Reporting

Commentators stated that the requirement to report all accidents, including minor
accidents and occupational injuries, within 1 hour of their occurrence would be overly
burdensome to the mining industry as well as the Department.



The regulations have been amended to require that only accidents that result in death or
serious injury, or have the potential to cause death or serious injury, be reported to the
Department within 1 hour.

Alternative Standards

A commentator stated that alternative standards for past and future decisions by MSHA
are allowed, but pending filings with MSHA are not addressed.

The Board has amended this final-form regulation to provide for adoption of a mine-
specific alternative standard that is pending with MSHA and approved after the effective date of
this final rulemaking. To obtain the Department's approval, the mine operator must submit a
copy of the MSHA approval of the mine-specific alternate standard to the Department.

Access to Documents

Commentators expressed that the Department should only have access to the records
prepared to comply with the federal regulations adopted by reference and not have access to all
records required by MSHA.

Limiting the Department's access to records that MSHA requires operators to keep may
hinder the Department's ability to thoroughly investigate accidents. It is reasonable to require
access to any documents relating to mine safety to ensure that thorough investigations are
conducted to determine the causes of accidents.

G. Benefits, Costs and Compliance

Compliance Costs

This final-form rulemaking will not impose additional compliance costs on the regulated
community. Surface mines in this Commonwealth must already comply with these Federal
safety regulations. In fact, the implementation of this rulemaking should result in cost savings in
that accidents will be prevented. There are no additional costs expected to be incurred by the
Commonwealth.

Compliance Assistance Plan

The Department's inspectors will be available to explain the new regulations to each job
foreman.

Paperwork Requirements

This final-form rulemaking establishes two paperwork requirements. First, there is a
requirement to submit to the Department copies of the application request to, and MSHA's
subsequent approval of, a modification of a health and safety standard that has been incorporated
by reference into this final-form rulemaking. Second, there is the requirement to submit to the



Department the same accident reports submitted to MSHA. The only cost to the operator is the
cost of copying and mailing these documents to the Department.

H. Pollution Prevention

The final-form rulemaking will not modify the pollution prevention approach by the regulated
community and maintains the multimedia pollution prevention approach of existing requirements
in 25 Pa. Code (relating to environmental protection).

I. Sunset Review

The regulations will be reviewed in accordance with the sunset review schedule published by the
Department to determine whether the regulations effectively fulfill the goals for which they were
intended.

J. Regulatory Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on August 16, 2007, the
Department submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking, published at 37
Pennsylvania Bulletin 4754, to the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and the
Chairpersons of the House and Senate Environmental Resources and Energy Committees for
review and comment.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC and the Committees were provided with
copies of the comments received during the public comment period, as well as other documents
when requested. In preparing these final-form regulations, the Department has considered all
comments from IRRC, the Committees, and the public.

Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act, on (blank) , these final-form
regulations were deemed approved by the House and Senate Committees. Under section 5.1(e)
of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC met on (blank) and approved the final-form
regulations.

K. Findings of the Board

The Board finds that:

(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given under sections 201 and 202 of the act of
July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) (45 P.S. §§ 1201 and 1202) and regulations promulgated
thereunder at 1 Pennsylvania Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.

(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law, and all comments were
considered.

(3) These regulations do not enlarge the purpose of the proposal published at 37 Pennsylvania
Bulletin 4754 on September 1, 2007.



(4) These regulations are necessary and appropriate for administration and enforcement of the
authorizing acts identified in Section C of this order.

L. Order of the Board

The Board, acting under the authorizing statutes, orders that:

(a) The regulations of the Department of Environmental Protection, 25 Pennsylvania Code,
Chapter 209a are amended to read as set forth in Annex A.

(b) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this order and Annex A to the Office of General
Counsel and the Office of Attorney General for review and approval as to legality and form, as
required by law.

(c) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this order and Annex A to the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission and the Senate and House Environmental Resources and
Energy Committees as required by the Regulatory Review Act.

(d) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this order and Annex A and deposit them with the
Legislative Reference Bureau, as required by law.

(e) This order shall take effect immediately.

BY:

KATHLEEN A. MCGINTY
Chairperson

Environmental Quality Board



Annex A

TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

PART I. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Subpart D. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

ARTICLE IV. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHAPTER 209. (Reserved)

{Editor's Note: As part of this final rulemaking, the Board is deleting the text of Chapter 209,
which currently appears in 25 Pa. Code pages 209-1-209-23, serial pages (243435) to (243457).)

§§ 209.1-209.3. (Reserved).
§§ 209.11--209.13. (Reserved).
§§ 209.21-209.27. (Reserved).
§§ 209.31-209.35. (Reserved).
§§ 209.41-209.47. (Reserved).
§§ 209.51-209.65. (Reserved).
§§ 209.71-209.77. (Reserved).
§§ 209.81-209.87. (Reserved).
§§ 209.91-209.93. (Reserved).
§§ 209.101-209.103. (Reserved).
§§ 209.111-209.115. (Reserved).
§ 209.121. (Reserved).
§ 209.122. (Reserved).
§§ 209.141-209.145. (Reserved).
§§ 209.151-209.154. (Reserved).
§§ 209.161-209.172. (Reserved).
§§ 209.181-209.187. (Reserved).
§§ 209.191-209.193. (Reserved).
§§ 209.201-209.203. (Reserved).

{Editor's Note: The following chapter is new. It has been printed in regular type to enhance
readability.)

CHAPTER 209a. SURFACE MINING

Subchap.

A. SURFACE COAL MINES

B. SURFACE NONCOAL MINES

C. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS



Subchapter A. SURFACE COAL MINES

209a. 1. Applicability.

209a.2. Definitions.

209a.3. Surface installations.

209a.4. Safeguards for mechanical equipment.

209a.5. Electrical equipment general.

209a.6. Trailing cables.

209a.7. Surface high-voltage distribution.

209a. 8. Ground control.

209a.9. Fire protection.

209a. 10. Auger mining.

209a. 11. Loading and haulage.

209a. 12. Miscellaneous.

209a. 13. Competent person.

§ 209a.l. Applicability.

This subchapter applies to surface mining activities as defined in section 3 of the Surface
Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. § 1396.3).

§ 209a.2. Definitions.

The following terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:

(1) The meanings for the terms "active workings," "berm" and "roll protection" contained in 30
CFR 77.2(a), (d) and (w) (relating to definitions) are incorporated by reference.

(2) Competent person—A person having abilities and experience that fully qualify him to
perform the duty to which he is assigned.

§ 209a.3. Surface installations.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart C (relating to surface installations) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.200 (relating to surface installations; general).

(2) Section 77.203 (relating to use of material or equipment overhead; safeguards).



(3) Section 77.204 (relating to openings in surface installations; safeguards).

(4) Section 77.205 (relating to travelways at surface installations).

(5) Section 77.206 (relating to ladders; construction; installation and maintenance).

(6) Section 77.207 (relating to illumination).

(7) Section 77.208 (relating to storage of materials).

(8) Section 77.209 (relating to surge and storage piles).

(9) Section 77.210 (relating to hoisting of materials).

§ 209a.4. Safeguards for mechanical equipment.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart E (relating to safeguards for mechanical
equipment) are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.403 (relating to mobile equipment; falling object protective structures (FOPS)).

(2) Section 77.403-1 (relating to mobile equipment; rollover protective structures (ROPS)).

(3) Section 77.403-2 (relating to incorporation by reference).

(4) Section 77.404 (relating to machinery and equipment; operation and maintenance).

(5) Section 77.405 (relating to performing work from a raised position; safeguards).

(6) Section 77.409 (relating to shovels, draglines, and tractors).

(7) Section 77.410 (relating to mobile equipment; automatic warning devices).

§ 209a.5. Electrical equipment general.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart F (relating to electrical equipment-
general) are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.500 (relating to electric power circuits and electric equipment; deenergization).

(2) Section 77.501 (relating to electric distribution circuits and equipment; repair).

§ 209a.6. Trailing cables.

30 CFR 77.604 (relating to protection of trailing cables) is incorporated by reference.



§ 209a.7. Surface high-voltage distribution.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart I (relating to surface high-voltage
distribution) are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.807-1 (relating to high-voltage powerlines; clearances above ground).

(2) Section 77.807-2 (relating to booms and masts; minimum distance from high-voltage

(3) Section 77.807-3 (relating to movement of equipment; minimum distance from high-
voltage lines).

§ 209a.8. Ground control.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart K (relating to ground control) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.1001 (relating to stripping; loose material).

(2) Section 77.1002 (relating to box cuts; spoil material placement).

(3) Section 77.1003 (relating to benches).

(4) Section 77.1004 (relating to ground control; inspection and maintenance; general).

(5) Section 77.1005 (relating to scaling highwalls; general).

(6) Section 77.1006 (relating to highwalls; men working).

(7) Section 77.1007 (relating to drilling; general).

(8) Section 77.1008 (relating to relocation of drills; safeguards).

(9) Section 77.1009 (relating to drill; operation).

§ 209a.9. Fire protection.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart L (relating to fire protection) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.1102 (relating to warning signs; smoking and open flame).

(2) Section 77.1103 (relating to flammable liquids; storage).

(3) Section 77.1104 (relating to accumulations of combustible materials).



(4) Section 77.1105 (relating to internal combustion engines; fueling).

(5) Section 77.1108 (relating to firefighting equipment; requirements; general).

(6) Section 77.1108-1 (relating to type and capacity of firefighting equipment).

(7) Section 77.1109 (c)--(e) (relating to quantity and location of firefighting equipment).

(8) Section 77.1110 (relating to examination and maintenance of firefighting equipment).

(9) Section 77.1111 (relating to welding, cutting, soldering; use of fire extinguisher).

(10) Section 77.1112(a) (relating to welding, cutting, or soldering with arc or flame;
safeguards).

§ 209a.l0. Auger mining.

(a) The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart P (relating to auger mining) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.1500 (relating to auger mining; planning).

(2) Section 77.1501 (relating to auger mining; inspections).

(3) Section 77.1503 (relating to augering equipment; overhead protection).

(4) Section 77.1504 (relating to auger equipment; operation).

(b) At a minimum, a highwall proposed for auger mining of bituminous coal shall be benched
at the base of each overlying coal seam. In addition, if the height of the highwall, either between
two coal seams or to the surface if there is no overlying coal seam, exceeds 60 feet, the highwall
shall be benched at no more than 50 feet above the bottom coal seam. Additional benches may be
required to ensure the stability of the highwall. The Department [of Environmental Protection]
may authorize alternative bench locations if the operator demonstrates that the alternative
locations are at least as effective at ensuring the highwall stability as otherwise required by this
section. In making this demonstration the operator, at a minimum, shall take into account
geologic, seasonal and weather conditions; presence of groundwater and other factors that may
affect the stability of the highwall. '

(c) For auger mining in the anthracite coal fields, if the height of the overburden above the
auger area exceeds 60 feet, the overburden shall be benched at no more than 50 feet above the
coal seam being augered. Additional benches may be required to ensure the stability of the
overburden above the auger area. The Department may authorize alternative bench locations if
the operator demonstrates that the alternative locations are at least as effective at ensuring the
stability as otherwise required by this section. In making this demonstration the operator, at a
minimum, shall take into account geologic, seasonal and weather conditions; presence of



groundwater, and other factors that may affect the stability of the overburden above the coal
seam being angered.

§ 209a.ll. Loading and haulage.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart Q (relating to loading and haulage) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.1600 (relating to loading and haulage; general).

(2) Section 77.1605(a), (b), (d), (k) and (1) (relating to loading and haulage equipment;
installations).

(3) Section 77.1607(a)~(u), (x) and (bb)-(ee) (relating to loading and haulage equipment;
operation).

(4) Section 77.1608 (relating to dumping facilities).

§ 209a.l2. Miscellaneous.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 77, Subpart R (relating to miscellaneous) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 77.1700 (relating to communications in work areas).

(2) Section 77.1701 (relating to emergency communications; requirements).

(3) Section 77.1707 (relating to first aid equipment; location; minimum requirements).

(4) Section 77.1710 (relating to protective clothing; requirements).

(5) Section 77.1711 (relating to smoking prohibition).

(6) Section 77.1713 (relating to daily inspection of surface coal mine; certified person; reports
of inspection).

§ 209a.l3. Competent person.

Any provision of 30 CFR Part 77 incorporated by reference in this subchapter requiring that a
duty be carried out by a certified person is amended to require that duty to be carried out by a
competent person.



Subchapter B. SURFACE NONCOAL MINES

209a.21. Applicability.

209a.22. Definitions.

209a.23. Ground control.

209a.24. Fire prevention and control.

209a.25. Drilling and rotary jet piercing.

209a.26. Loading, hauling and dumping.

209a.27. Electricity.

209a.28. Machinery and equipment.

209a.29. Personal protection.

209a.30. Materials storage and handling.

209a.31. Illumination.

209a.32. Safety programs.

209a.33. Miscellaneous.

§ 209a.21. Applicability.

This subchapter applies to surface mining as defined in section 3 of the Noncoal Surface
Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. § 3303).

§ 209a.22. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the meaning given to them
in 30 CFR 56.2 (relating to definitions), unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

(1) Berm.

(2) Competent person.

(3) Face or bank.

(4) Flammable.

(5) Mobile equipment.

(6) Multipurpose dry-chemical fire extinguisher.

(7) Roll protection.

(8) Scaling.



(9) Working place.

§ 209a.23. Ground control.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart B (relating to ground control) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.3000 (relating to definitions) in so far as it defines "travelway."

(2) Section 56.3130 (relating to wall, bank, and slope stability).

(3) Section 56.3131 (relating to pit or quarry wall perimeter).

(4) Section 56.3200 (relating to correction of hazardous conditions).

(5) Section 56.3201 (relating to location for performing scaling).

(6) Section 56.3401 (relating to examination of ground conditions).

(7) Section 56.3430 (relating to activity between machinery or equipment and the highwall or

§ 209a.24. Fire prevention and control.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart C (relating to fire prevention and control)
are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.4100 (relating to smoking and use of open flames).

(2) Section 56.4103 (relating to fueling internal combustion engines).

(3) Section 56.4200 (relating to general requirements).

(4) Section 56.4230 (relating to self-propelled equipment).

§ 209a.25. Drilling and rotary jet piercing.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart F (relating to drilling and rotary jet
piercing) are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.7002 (relating to equipment defects).

(2) Section 56.7003 (relating to drill area inspection).

(3) Section 56.7004 (relating to drill mast).



(4) Section 56.7005 (relating to augers and drill stems).

(5) Section 56.7008 (relating to moving the drill).

(6) Section 56.7009 (relating to drill helpers).

(7) Section 56.7012 (relating to tending drills in operation).

(8) Section 56.7051 (relating to loose objects on the mast or drill platform).

(9) Section 56.7052 (relating to drilling positions).

(10) Section 56.7055 (relating to intersecting holes).

§ 209a.26. Loading, hauling and dumping.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart H (relating to loading, hauling, and
dumping) are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.9100 (relating to traffic control).

(2) Section 56.9101 (relating to operating speeds and control of equipment).

(3) Section 56.9202 (relating to loading and hauling large rocks).

(4) Section 56.9300 (relating to berms or guardrails).

(5) Section 56.9301 (relating to dump site restraints).

(6) Section 56.9303 (relating to construction of ramps and dumping facilities).

(7) Section 56.9304 (relating to unstable ground).

(8) Section 56.9305 (relating to truck spotters).

(9) Section 56.9306 (relating to warning devices for restricted clearances).

(10) Section 56.9312 (relating to working around drawholes).

(11) Section 56.9313 (relating to roadway maintenance).

(12) Section 56.9314 (relating to trimming stockpile and muckpile faces).

(13) Section 56.9315 (relating to dust control).

(14) Section 56.9316 (relating to notifying the equipment operator).



(15) Section 56.9317 (relating to suspended loads).

(16) Section 56.9318 (relating to getting on or off moving equipment).

§ 209a.27. Electricity.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart K (relating to electricity) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.12005 (relating to protection of power conductors from mobile equipment).

(2) Section 56.12016 (relating to work on electrically-powered equipment).

(3) Section 56.12071 (relating to movement or operation of equipment near high-voltage
power lines).

§ 209a.28. Machinery and equipment.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart M (relating to machinery and equipment)
are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.14000 (relating to definitions).

(2) Section 56.14100 (relating to safety defects; examination, correction and records).

(3) Section 56.14103 (relating to operators stations).

(4) Section 56.14105 (relating to procedures during repairs or maintenance).

(5) Section 56.14106 (relating to falling object protection).

(6) Section 56.14107 (relating to moving machine parts).

(7) Section 56.14112 (relating to construction and maintenance of guards).

(8) Section 56.14130 (relating to roll-over protective structures (ROPS) and seat belts).

(9) Section 56.14131 (relating.to seat belts for haulage trucks).

(10) Section 56.14132 (relating to horns and backup alarms).

(11) Section 56.14200 (relating to warnings prior to starting or moving equipment).

(12) Section 56.14204 (relating to machinery lubrication).

(13) Section 56.14205 (relating to machinery, equipment, and tools).



(14) Section 56.14206 (relating to securing movable parts).

(15) Section 56.14207 (relating to parking procedures for unattended equipment).

(16) Section 56.14210 (relating to movement of dippers, buckets, loading booms, or
suspended loads).

(17) Section 56.14211 (relating to blocking equipment in a raised position).

§ 209a.29. Personal protection.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart N (relating to personal protection) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.15001 (relating to first-aid materials).

(2) Section 56.15002 (relating to hard hats).

(3) Section 56.15003 (relating to protective footwear).

(4) Section 56.15004 (relating to eye protection).

(5) Section 56.15005 (relating to safety belts and lines).

(6) Section 56.15006 (relating to protective equipment and clothing for hazards and irritants).

(7) Section 56.15007 (relating to protective equipment or clothing for welding, cutting, or
working with molten metal).

(8) Section 56.15020 (relating to life jackets and belts).

§ 209a.30. Materials storage and handling.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart O (relating to materials storage and
handling) are incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.16007 (relating to taglines, hitches, and slings).

(2) Section 56.16009 (relating to suspended loads).

(3) Section 56.16010 (relating to dropping materials from overhead).

§ 209a.31. Illumination.

The provisions of 30 CFR 56.17001 (relating to illumination of surface working areas) are
incorporated by reference.



§ 209a.32. Safety programs.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart Q (relating to safety programs) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.18002 (relating to examination of working places).

(2) Section 56.18013 (relating to emergency communications system).

(3) Section 56.18020 (relating to working alone).

§ 209a.33. Miscellaneous.

The following provisions of 30 CFR Part 56, Subpart S (relating to miscellaneous) are
incorporated by reference:

(1) Section 56.20003 (relating to housekeeping).

(2) Section 56.20011 (relating to barricades and warning signs).

Subchapter C. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

209a.41. Applicability.

209a.42. Accident reporting.

209a.43. Alternative standards.

209a.44. Access to records.

§ 209a.41. Applicability.

This subchapter applies to surface mining activities as defined in section 3 of the Surface
Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. § 1396.3) and to surface mining as defined
in section 3 of the Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. § 3303).

§ 209a.42. Accident reporting.

(a) Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, as used in this subchapter, an accident is an
incident that results in one or more of the following:

(1) A death of an individual at a mine.

(2) fAnl SERIOUS BODILY injury to fa miner which occurs at a mine for which
medical treatment is administered, or which results in loss of consciousness,
inability to perform all job duties on any day after an injury, temporary assignment



to other duties or transfer to another job] AN INDIVIDUAL AT A MINE OR AN
INJURY TO AN INDIVIDUAL AT A MINE WHICH HAS A REASONABLE
POTENTIAL TO CAUSE DEATH.

(3) An entrapment of an individual for more than 30 minutes OR WHICH HAS A
REASONABLE POTENTIAL TO CAUSE DEATH.

(4) An unplanned inundation of a mine by a liquid or gas.

(5) An unplanned ignition or explosion of gas or dust.

(6) An unplanned mine fire not extinguished within 30 minutes of discovery.

(7) An unplanned ignition or explosion of a blasting agent or an explosive.

(8) A failure of an impoundment, fhighwall, low wall.1 REFUSE pile, or CULM bank;
or an unstable condition at an impoundment, [highwall, low wall, pile or] REFUSE
PILE, OR CULM bank which requires emergency action to prevent failure, or which
causes individuals to evacuate an area.

(9) [Death or bodily injury to an individual not at the minc.l A COAL OR ROCK
OUTBURST THAT CAUSES WITHDRAWAL OF MINERS OR WHICH
DISRUPTS REGULAR MINING ACTIVITY FOR MORE THAN ONE HOUR.

(10) AN EVENT AT A MINE WHICH CAUSES DEATH OR BODILY INJURY
TO AN INDIVIDUAL NOT AT THE MINE AT THE TIME THE EVENT
OCCURS.

(b) [In the event-ofl IF an accident [occurring at a mine,-] OCCURS an operator shall
[aetifyl CONTACT the [Department! DEPARTMENT'S DISTRICT MINING OFFICE
WITH JURISDICTION FOR THE MINE [no later than! within ffl ONE hour of
discovery of the accident. IF AN OPERATOR CANNOT MAKE CONTACT WITH THE
APPROPRIATE DISTRICT MINING OFFICE, IT SHALL CONTACT THE
DEPARTMENT'S 24 HOUR EMERGENCY NUMBER WITHIN ONE HOUR OF THE
ACCIDENT.

c) [In the cvcnWfl THE OPERATOR OF A MINE AT WHICH an accident [occurring at
a mine, an opcratorf OCCURS shall [send to the Department a copy] MAIL COPIES of
the completed MSHA ACCIDENT REPORTING FORMS TO THE DEPARTMENT'S
DISTRICT MINING OFFICE WITH JURISDICTION FOR THE MINE. THESE
COPIES ARE IN ADDITION TO ANY ACCIDENT REPORTING FORMS SENT TO
MSHA AND SHALL BE MAILED TO THE DEPARTMENT WITHIN 10 WORKING
DAYS AFTER THE ACCIDENT OCCURS. [Mine Accident. Injury and Illness Report
Form 7000-1 required by 30 CFR 50.20 (relating to preparation and submission of
Report Form 7000-1—Mine Accident, Injury, and Illness Report).]



§ 209a.43. Alternative standards.

(a) If, as of {Editor's Note: The blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this
rulemaking), the United States Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) has adopted a mine specific modification of a safety and health standard incorporated
by reference in this chapter for a mine in this Commonwealth, that mine specific modified safety
and health standard will be adopted by the Department if the operator submits to the
Department's District Mining Office with jurisdiction for the mine a copy of MSHA's adoption
of the modification.

__(b) IF, AS OF {Editor's note: The blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this
rulemakine\ AN OPERATOR HAS SUBMITTED TO MSHA. BUT MSHA HAS NOT
YET ADOPTED, A PETITION FOR A MINE SPECIFIC MODIFICATION OF A
SAFETY AND HEALTH STANDARD INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE IN THIS
CHAPTER FOR A MINE IN THIS COMMONWEALTH. THAT MINE SPECIFIC
MODIFIED SAFETY AND HEALTH STANDARD WILL BE ADOPTED BY THE
DEPARTMENT IF THE OPERATOR SUBMITS TO THE DEPARTMENT'S DISTRICT
MINING OFFICE WITH JURISDICTION FOR THE MINE A COPY OF MSHA'S
APPROVAL OF THE MODIFICATION.

{c If, after {Editor's Note: The blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this
rulemaking), AN OPERATOR SUBMITS A PETITION FOR [MSHA adopts! a mine
specific modification of a safety and health standard incorporated by reference in this chapter for
a mine located in this Commonwealth, that mine specific modified safety and health standard
will be adopted by the Department UPON MSHA'S ADOPTION OF THE MODIFICATION
if the operator:

(1) Provides the Department's District Mining Office with jurisdiction for the mine with a
copy of the petition and a copy of all supporting materials submitted to MSHA, upon
submission to MSHA.

(2) Submits to the Department's District Mining Office with jurisdiction for the mine a
copy of fthc MSHA1 MSHA'S approval of the MODIFICATION [modified safety
and health standard].

§ 209a.44. Access to records.

The Department shall have access to review and copy all maps, plans, notifications, reports,
training records, program descriptions or other materials prepared to comply with 30 CFR Parts
50, 56 and 77 (relating to notification, investigation, reports and records of accidents, injuries,
illnesses, employment, and coal production in mines; safety and health standards—surface metal
and nonmetal mines; and mandatory safety standards, surface coal mines and surface work areas
of underground coal mines).



Comment/Response Document

Rulemaking on 25 Pa. Code Chapter 209a Surface Mines



This document presents comments submitted to the Environmental Quality Board concerning the
proposed Surface Mining rulemaking (25 Pa. Code Chapter 209a) and the Department's
responses to those comments. The Environmental Quality Board approved publication of the
proposed amendments at its meeting on May 16, 2007. The proposed rulemaking was published
in the Pa. Bulletin on September 1, 2007 (37 Pa. B. 4754), commencing a 30-day public
comment period that concluded on October 1, 2007.



List of Commentators

1. Bruce B. Springer
Director of Safety
Essroc Cement Corp.
Nazareth, PA 18064

2. Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101



Comments and Responses

1. Selection of Sections Adopted by Reference

Comment: The Department should explain how it determined to adopt, and therefore enforce,
selected sections of 30 CFR Parts 56 and 77. Commentator 2

Response: The Department chose to reference the portions of 30 CFR 56 and 77 that focused
on: the activities in which the most serious accidents occurred, provisions that the Department
inspection staff had sufficient expertise to regulate, and provisions applying to areas where the
Department staff would normally go during the environmental and safety inspections they
currently conduct. Provisions that would require the Department inspection staff to obtain and
be trained in the use of specialized equipment, would require them to expand the area where they
go when they conduct their routine inspections, or that contain standards already addressed by
other regulations of the Department were not adopted.

For example, 77.1100 Fire protection; training and organization and 77.1101 Escape and
evacuation were not chosen. The documentation for these items is normally kept at the company
office, a location not normally visited during a Department inspector's routine inspection.

Sections 77.1109 (c)-(e) (relating to quantity and location of firefighting equipment) were
selected because firefighting equipment may deteriorate over time. Additionally, the Department
inspectors routinely work in areas where mining equipment is operating and firefighting
equipment is required to be present on mining equipment.

Some additional sections of the MSHA regulations that weren't adopted were those related to
electricity (with 2 exceptions) and those related to explosives. Enforcement of the sections of the
MSHA regulations regarding protection of power conductors from mobile equipment and the
movement or operation of equipment near high-voltage power lines can be accomplished by
observation and do not require skills gained by specialized training. The remaining sections
regarding electricity were not adopted because their enforcement would require Pennsylvania
inspectors to obtain specialized training. The sections of the MSHA regulations regarding
explosives were not adopted because the Department regulations regarding explosives in 25 PA
Code Chapters 77, 87, 88, and 211 are adequate.

2. Compliance Assistance

Comment: While there is merit in a compliance assistance program to improve safety, the
details of a Department inspector's actions as described in the Preamble are not clear for several
reasons. The EQB should explain the following:

• How is a DEP inspector qualified to determine how MSHA would interpret its federal
regulations where the EQB left sole jurisdiction to MSHA?

• What expectation does it place on an operator when a DEP inspector makes a
determination that a violation under MSHA's sole jurisdiction "needs to be addressed?"



• What recourse does an operator have if the operator disagrees or a DEP inspector's
interpretation differs from MSHA's interpretation? Commentator 2

Response: The possibility of a Pennsylvania surface mine inspector interpreting a MSHA
regulation differently than an MSHA inspector is minimal. However, the Department will work
closely with MSHA to further minimize differences in the interpretation of all of MSHA's
regulations. Additionally, all Pennsylvania surface mine inspectors have routine MSHA safety
training. Some of Pennsylvania's surface mine inspectors are "MSHA certified" safety
instructors. If a Pennsylvania inspector believes that there is a deficiency of a MSHA safety
regulation that Pennsylvania has not adopted, the inspector will mention it to the Permittee as an
item that may need to be addressed.

Permittees are not obligated to act on correcting deficiencies (with respect to MSHA regulations
not adopted by the Department) that are brought to their attention by Department inspectors.
Compliance assistance is pointing something out and letting the permittee take action if, and only
if, the permittee desires. For added clarity, the Preamble of these regulations will be modified to
more clearly explain the Department's compliance assistance initiative.

3. Section 209a. 10 Auger Mining

Comment: For consistency with the rest of this regulation, Section 209a. 10(b) should use the
term "Department" as it is defined in 25 Pa. Code Section 1.1. Commentator 2

Response: This change has been made.

4. Section 209a.42 Accident Reporting

Comment: The requirement to report all accidents, including minor accidents and occupational
injuries, within 1 hour of their occurrence would be overly burdensome to the mining industry as
well as the Department. Commentators 1 and 2

Response: The Department agrees that reporting all accidents to the Department within 1 hour
of the occurrence of the accident would be overly burdensome to the mining industry and the
Department. The regulations have been amended to require that only accidents that result in
death or serious injury, or have the potential to cause death or serious injury, be reported to the
Department within 1 hour.

5. Section 209a.43 Alternative Standards

Comment: Section 209a.43 Subsections (a) and (b) allow alternative standards for past and
future decisions by MSHA. However, this section does not address pending filings with MSHA
and effectively prohibits alternative standards. At the time the regulation becomes effective, an
operator, that previously submitted a petition and is awaiting a response from MSHA, could not
comply with the requirement in Paragraph (b)(l) to provide a copy of the petition and supporting
materials to DEP "upon submission to MSHA." We recommend amending this section to allow



operators with pending petitions to submit the appropriate information to DEP within a
reasonable amount of time after the regulation becomes effective. Commentator 2

Response: The Department has amended this section to allow for acceptance of pending filings
of petitions for alternative standards that were submitted to MSHA prior to this regulation's
effective date, and acted on by MSHA after the regulation's effective date.

6. Section 209a.44 Access to Documents

Comment: This section is too general because it gives the Department access to all records
prepared to comply with 30 CFR Parts 50, 56 and 77. The Department should only have
access to the records prepared to comply with the federal regulations adopted by reference.
The EQB is not directly adopting 30 CFR Part 50, and is adopting a minority of the sections in
30 CFR Parts 56 and 77. The EQB should explain why the Department needs access to all
information prepared to comply with 30 CFR Parts 50, 56 and 77 rather than just the provisions
the EQB is adopting by reference in this regulation. Furthermore, giving Pennsylvania
inspectors access to documents that apply to MSHA regulations that have not been adopted by
reference may create confusion in the field as to whether the Pennsylvania inspector can enforce
the MSHA regulations which were not adopted by reference. Commentators 1 and 2

Response: The Department's authority and responsibility to investigate accidents flows from
the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P.S. §1396.1 - 1396.18h), the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P.S. §§3301 - 3326), section
2(f) of the General Safety Law (43 P.S. §25-2(f), and Section 1917-A of the Administrative Code
of 1929 (71 P.S. §510-17). This authority is not limited to the safety issues addressed in Chapter
209a. Limiting the Department's access to records that MSHA requires operators to keep may
hinder the Department's ability to thoroughly investigate accidents. Although the EQB has
decided not to incorporate by reference all sections of the MSHA regulations, all of the sections
are interrelated. It is reasonable to require access to any documents relating to mine safety to
ensure that thorough investigations are conducted to determine the causes of accidents. This
effort will allow mine operators to apply effective preventative measures to minimize the
probability that accidents of a similar nature will occur in the future.

The Department does not see the concern regarding confusion in the field as to which regulations
are to be enforced. There is no ambiguity as to which MSHA regulations are adopted by
reference. Thus, there is no ambiguity as to which standards Pennsylvania inspectors can
enforce.
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s 56.2 Definitions.

The following definitions apply in this part, except in any subpart preceded by a
separate set of definitions:

"Berm" means a pile or mound of material along an elevated roadway capable of
moderating or limiting the force of a vehicle in order to impede the vehicle's passage over
the bank of the roadway.

"Competent person" means a person having abilities and experience that fully qualify
him to perform the duty to which he is assigned.

"Face or bank" means that part of any mine where excavating is progressing or was
last done.

"Flammable" means capable of being easily ignited and of burning rapidly.
"Mobile equipment" means wheeled, skid-mounted, track-mounted, or rail-mounted

equipment capable of moving or being moved.
"Multipurpose dry-chemical fire extinguisher" means a listed or approved

multipurpose dry-chemical fire extinguisher having a minimum rating of 2-A:10-B:C, by
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., and containing a minimum of 4.5 pounds of
dry-chemical agent.

"Roll protection" means a framework, safety canopy or similar protection for the
operator when equipment overturns.

"Scaling" means removal of insecure material from a face or high-wall.
"Working place" means any place in or about a mine where work is being performed.

s 56.3000 Definitions.

The following definitions apply in this subpart.
Travelway. A passage, walk, or way regularly used or designated for persons to go

from one place to another.

s 56.3130 Wall, bank, and slope stability.

Mining methods shall be used that will maintain wall, bank, and slope stability in
places where persons work or travel in performing their assigned tasks. When benching
is necessary, the width and height shall be based on the type of equipment used for
cleaning of benches or for scaling of walls, banks, and slopes.

s 56.3131 Pit or quarry wall perimeter.

In places where persons work or travel in performing their assigned tasks, loose or
unconsolidated material shall be sloped to the angle of repose or stripped back for at least
10 feet from the top of the pit or quarry wall. Other conditions at or near the perimeter of
the pit or quarry wall which create a fall-of-material hazard to persons shall be corrected.

s 56.3200 Correction of hazardous conditions.

Ground conditions that create a hazard to persons shall be taken down or supported





(2) Strategically located, readily accessible, plainly marked, and maintained in
fire-ready condition.

s 56.4230 Self-propelled equipment.

(a)(l) Whenever a fire or its effects could impede escape from self-propelled
equipment, a fire extinguisher shall be on the equipment.

(2) Whenever a fire or its effects would not impede escape from the equipment but
could affect the escape of other persons in the area, a fire extinguisher shall be on the
equipment or within 100 feet of the equipment.

(b) A fife suppression system maybe used as an alternative to fire extinguishers if
the system can be manually activated.

(c) Fire extinguishers or fire suppression systems shall be of a type and size that can
extinguish fires of any class in their early stages which could originate from the
equipment's inherent fire hazards. Fire extinguishers or manual actuators for the
suppression system shall be located to permit their use by persons whose escape could be
impeded by fire.

s 56.7002 Equipment defects.

Equipment defects affecting safety shall be corrected before the equipment is used.

s 56.7003 Drill area inspection.

The drilling area shall be inspected for hazards before starting the drilling operations,

s 56.7004 Drill mast.

Persons shall not be on a mast while the drill-bit is in operation unless they are
provided with a safe platform from which to work and they are required to use safety
belts to avoid falling.

s 56.7005 Augers and drill stems.

Drill crews and others shall stay clear of augers or drill stems that are in motion.
Persons shall not pass under or step over a moving stem or auger.

s 56.7008 Moving the drill.

When a drill is being moved from one drilling area to another, drill steel, tools, and
other equipment shall be secured and the mast placed in a safe position.

s 56.7009 Drill helpers.

If a drill helper assists the drill operator during movement of a drill to a new location,
the helper shall be in sight of, or in communication with, the operator at all times.





(a) Berms or guardrails shall be provided and maintained on the banks of roadways
where a drop-off exists of sufficient grade or depth to cause a vehicle to overturn or
endanger persons in equipment.

(b) Berms or guardrails shall be at least mid-axle height of the largest self-propelled
mobile equipment which usually travels the roadway.

(c) Berms may have openings to the extent necessary for roadway drainage.
(d) Where elevated roadways are infrequently traveled and used only by service or

maintenance vehicles, berms or guardrails are not required when all of the following are

(1) Locked gates are installed at the entrance points to the roadway.
(2) Signs are posted warning that the roadway is not bermed.
(3) Delineators are installed along the perimeter of the elevated roadway so that, for

both directions of travel, the reflective surfaces of at least three delineators along each
elevated shoulder are always visible to the driver and spaced at intervals sufficient to
indicate the edges and attitude of the roadway.

(4) A maximum speed limit is posted and observed for the elevated unbermed
portions of the roadway. Factors to consider when establishing the maximum speed limit
shall include the width, slope and alignment of the road, the type of equipment using the
road, the road material, and any hazardous conditions which may exist.

(5) Road surface traction is not impaired by weather conditions, such as sleet and
snow, unless corrective measures are taken to improve traction.

(e) This standard is not applicable to rail beds.

s 56.9301 Dump site restraints.

Berms, bumper blocks, safety hooks, or similar impeding devices shall be provided
at dumping locations where there is a hazard of overtravel or overturning.

s 56.9303 Construction of ramps and dumping facilities.

Ramps and dumping facilities shall be designed and constructed of materials capable
of supporting the loads to which they will be subjected. The ramps and dumping
facilities shall provide width, clearance, and headroom to safely accommodate the mobile
equipment using the facilities.

s 56.9304 Unstable ground.

(a) Dumping locations shall be visually inspected prior to work commencing and as
ground conditions warrant

(b) Where there is evidence that the ground at a dumping location may fail to support
the mobile equipment, loads shall be dumped a safe distance back from the edge of the
unstable area of the bank.

s 56.9305 Truck spotters. '

(a) If truck spotters are used, they shall be in the clear while trucks are backing into





s 56.12005 Protection of power conductors from mobile equipment.

Mobile equipment shall not run over power conductors, nor shall loads be dragged
over power conductors, unless the conductors are properly bridged or protected.

s 56.12016 Work on electrically-powered equipment.

Electrically powered equipment shall be deenergized before mechanical work is
done on such equipment. Power switches shall be locked out or other measures taken
which shall prevent the equipment from being energized without the knowledge of the
individuals working on it. Suitable warning notices shall be posted at the power switch
and signed by the individuals who are to do the work. Such locks or preventive devices
shall be removed only by the persons who installed them or by authorized personnel.

s 56.12071 Movement or operation of equipment near high^voltage power lines.

When equipment must be moved or operated near energized high-voltage powerlines
(other than trolley lines) and the clearance is less than 10 feet, the lines shall be
deenergized or other precautionary measures shall be taken.

s 56.14000 Definitions.

The following definitions apply in this subpart.
Travelway. A passage, walk, or way regularly used or designated for persons to go

from one place to another.

s 56.14100 Safety defects; examination, correction and records.

(a) Self-propelled mobile equipment to be used during a shift shall be inspected by
the equipment operator before being placed in operation on that shift.

(b) Defects on any equipment, machinery, and tools that affect safety shall be
corrected in a timely manner to prevent the creation of a hazard to persons.

(c) When defects make continued operation hazardous to persons, the defective items
including self-propelled mobile equipment shall be taken out of service and placed in a
designated area posted for that purpose, or a tag or other effective method of marking the
defective items shall be used to prohibit further use until the defects are corrected.

(d) Defects on self-propelled mobile equipment affecting safety, which are not
corrected immediately, shall be reported to and recorded by the mine operator. The
records shall be kept at the mine or nearest mine office from the date the defects are
recorded, until the defects are corrected. Such records shall be made available for
inspection by an authorized representative of the Secretary.

s 56.14103 Operators stations.

(a) If windows are provided on operators' stations of self-propelled mobile





s 56.14130 Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) and seat belts.

(a) Equipment included. Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) and seat belts shall
be installed on~

(1) Crawler tractors and crawler loaders;
(2) Graders;
(3) Wheel loaders and wheel tractors;
(4) The tractor portion of semi-mounted scrapers, dumpers, water wagons,

bottom-dump wagons, rear-dump wagons, and towed fifth wheel attachments;
(5) Skid-steer loaders; and
(6) Agricultural tractors.
(b) ROPS construction. ROPS shall meet the requirements of the following Society

of Automotive Engineers (SAE) publications, as applicable, which are incorporated by
reference:

(1) SAE J1040, "Performance Criteria for Roll-Over Protective Structures (ROPS)
for Construction, Earthmoving, Forestry, and Mining Machines,", 1986; or

(2) SAE Jl 194, "Roll-Over Protective Structures (ROPS) for Wheeled Agricultural
Tractors", 1983.

(c) ROPS labelling. ROPS shall have a label permanently affixed to the structure
identifying-

(1) The manufacturer's name and address;
(2) The ROPS model number; and
(3) The make and model number of the equipment for which the ROPS is designed.
(d) ROPS installation. ROPS shall be installed on the equipment in accordance with

the recommendations of the ROP S manufacturer.
(e) ROPS maintenance.
(1) ROPS shall be maintained in a condition that meets the performance

requirements applicable to the equipment. It the ROPS is subjected to roll-over a
abnormal structural loading, the equipment manufacturer or a registered professional
engineer with knowledge and experience in ROPS design shall recertify that the ROPS
meets the applicable performance requirements before it is returned to service.

(2) Alterations or repairs on ROPS shall be performed only with approval from the
ROPS manufacturer or under the instructions of a registered professional engineer with
knowledge and experience in ROPS design. The manufacturer or engineer shall certify
that the ROPS meets the applicable performance requirements.
(f) Exemptions.

(1) This standard does not apply to~
(1) Self-propelled mobile equipment manufactured prior to July 1,1969;
(ii) Over-the-road type tractors that pull trailers or vans on highways;
(ill) Equipment that is only operated by remote control; and
(2) Self-propelled mobile equipment manufactured prior to October 24,1988, that is

equipped with ROPS and seat belts that meet the installation and performance <
requirements of 30 CFR 56.9088 (1986 edition) shall be considered in compliance with
paragraphs (b) and (h) of this section.

(g) Wearing seat belts. Seat belts shall be worn by the equipment operator except
that when operating graders from a standing position, the grader operator shall wear





s 56.14200 Warnings prior to starting or moving equipment.

Before starting crushers or moving self-propelled mobile equipment, equipment
operators shall sound a warning that is audible above the surrounding noise level or use
other effective means to warn all persons who could be exposed to a hazard from the
equipment.

s 56.14204 Machinery lubrication.

Machinery or equipment shall not be lubricated manually while it is in motion where
application of the lubricant may expose persons to injury.

s 56.14205 Machinery, equipment, and tools.

Machinery, equipment, and tools shall not be used beyond the design capacity
intended by the manufacturer where such use may create a hazard to persons.

s 56.14206 Securing movable parts.

(a) When moving mobile equipment between workplaces, booms, forks, buckets,
beds, and similar movable parts of the equipment shall be positioned in the travel mode
and, if required for safe travel, mechanically secured.

(b) When mobile equipment is unattended or not in use, dippers, buckets and scraper
blades shall be lowered to the ground. Other movable parts, such as booms, shall be
mechanically secured or positioned to prevent movement which would create a hazard to
persons.

s 56.14207 Parking procedures for unattended equipment.

Mobile equipment shall not be left unattended unless the controls are placed in the
park position and the parking brake, if provided, is set. When parked on a grade, the
wheels or tracks of mobile equipment shall be either chocked or turned into a bank.

s 56.14210 Movement of dippers, buckets, loading booms, or suspended loads.

(a) Dippers, buckets, loading booms, or suspended loads shall not be swung over the
operators' stations of self-propelled mobile equipment until the equipment operator is out
of the operator's station and in a safe location.

(b) This section does not apply when the equipment is specifically designed to
protect the equipment operator from falling objects.

s 56.14211 Blocking equipment in a raised position.

(a) Persons shall not work on top of, under, or work from mobile equipment in a
raised position until the equipment has been blocked or mechanically secured to prevent
it from rolling or falling accidentally.





encountered in a manner capable of causing injury or impairment.

s 56.150.07 Protective equipment or clothing for welding, cutting, or working with molten

Protective clothing or equipment and face shields, or goggles shall be worn when
welding, cutting, or working with molten metal.

s 56.15020 Life jackets and belts.

Life jackets or belts shall be worn where there is danger from falling into water,

s 56.16007 Taglines, hitches, and slings.

(a) Taglines shall be attached to loads that may require steadying or guidance while
suspended.

(b) Hitches and slings used to hoist materials shall be suitable for the particular
material handled.

s 56.16009 Suspended loads.

Persons shall stay clear of suspended loads.

s 56.16010 Dropping materials from overhead.

To protect personnel, material shall not be dropped from an overhead elevation until
the drop area is first cleared of personnel and the area is then either guarded or a suitable
warning is given.

s 56.17001 Illumination of surface working areas.

Illumination sufficient to provide safe working conditions shall be provided in and
on all surface structures, paths, walkways, stairways, switch panels, loading and dumping
sites, and work areas.

s 56.18002 Examination of working places.

(a) A competent person designated by the operator shall examine each working place
at least once each shift for conditions which may adversely affect safety or health. The
operator shall promptly initiate appropriate action to correct such conditions.

(b) A record that such examinations were conducted shall be kept by the operator for
a period of one year, and shall be made available for review by the Secretary or his
authorized representative.

(c) In addition, conditions that may present an imminent danger which are noted by
the person conducting the examination shall be brought to the immediate attention of the
operator who shall withdraw all persons from the area affected (except persons referred





s 77,2 Definitions.

For the purpose ofthis Part 77, the term:
(a) "Active workings" means any place in a coal mine where miners are normally

required to work or travel;
(d) "Berm" means a pile or mound of material capable of restraining a vehicle;

• (w) "Roll protection" means a framework, safety canopy, or similar protection for the
operator when equipment overturns.

s 77.200 Surface installations; general.

All mine structures, enclosures, or other facilities (including custom coal
preparation) shall be maintained in good repair to prevent accidents and injuries to
employees.

s 77.203 Use of material or equipment overhead; safeguards.

Where overhead repairs are being made at surface installations and equipment or
material is taken into such overhead work areas, adequate protection shall be provided for
all persons working or passing below the overhead work areas in which such equipment
or material is being used.

s 77.204 Openings in surface installations; safeguards-

Openings in surface installations through which men or material may fall shall be

protected by railings, barriers, covers or other protective devices.

s 77.205 Travelways at surface installations.

(a) Safe means of access shall be provided and maintained to all working places.
(b) Travelways and platforms or other means of access to areas where persons are

required to travel or work, shall be kept clear of all extraneous material and other
stumbling or slipping hazards.

(c) Inclined travelways shall be constructed of nonskid material or equipped with
cleats. .

. (d) Regularly used travelways shall be sanded, salted, or cleared of snow and ice as
soon as practicable.

(e) Crossovers, elevated walkways, elevated ramps, and stairways shall be of ^
substantial construction, provided with handrails, and maintained in good condition.
Where necessary toeboards shall be provided.

(f) Crossovers shall be provided where it is necessary to cross conveyors.
(g) Moving conveyors shall be crossed only at designated crossover points.

s 77.206 Ladders; construction; installation and maintenance.

(a) Ladders shall be of substantial construction and maintained in good condition.





tractors, with or without attachments, that are used in surface coal mines or the surface
work areas of underground coal mines shall be provided with substantial falling object
protective structures (FOPS). FOPS which meet the requirements of the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) Standard J 231 shall be considered to be a "substantial"
FOPS. An authorized representative of the Secretary may approve a FOPS which
provides protection equivalent to SAE J 231.

(b) When necessary to protect the operator of the equipment, forklift or powered
industrial trucks shall be provided with substantial FOPS. Such FOPS shall meet the
requirements of the State of California, Division of Industrial Safety, General Safety
Orders, Register 72, Number 6, February 8, 1972, Article 25, Section 3655--"Overhead
Guards for High-Lift Rider Trucks."

s 77.403-1 Mobile equipment; rollover protective structures (ROPS).

(a) All rubber-tired or crawler-mounted self-propelled scrapers, front-end loaders, dozers,
graders, loaders, and tractors, with or without attachments, that are used in surface coal
mines or the surface work areas of underground coal mines shall be provided with
rollover protective structures (hereinafter referred to as ROPS) in accordance with the
requirements of paragraphs (b) through (f) of this section, as applicable.

(b) Mobile equipment manufactured on and after September 1, 1974. All mobile
equipment described in paragraph (a) of this section manufactured on and after
September 1, 1974 shall be equipped with ROPS meeting the requirements, of the
Department of Labor specified in §§1926.1001 and 1926.1002 of Part 1926, Title 29,
Code of Federal Regulations-Safety and Health Regulations for Construction.

(c) Mobile equipment manufactured prior to September 1,1974. All mobile equipment
described in paragraph (a) of this section manufactured prior to September 1,1974 shall
be equipped with ROPS meeting the requirements of paragraphs (d) through (f) of this
section, as appropriate, no later than the dates specified in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of
this paragraph (c), unless an earlier date is required by an authorized representative of the
Secretary under paragraph (c)(4) of this section:

(1) Mobile equipment manufactured between July 1,1971, and September 1, 1974, shall
be equipped with ROPS no later than March 1,1975.

(2) Mobile equipment manufactured between July 1,1970, and June 30, 1971, shall be
equipped with ROPS no later than July 1,1975.

(3) Mobile equipment manufactured between July 1,1969, and June 30,1970, shall be
equipped with ROPS no later than January 1, 1976.

(4) Irrespective of the time periods specified in paragraph (c) (1) through (3) of this
section an authorized representative of the Secretary may require such mobile equipment
to be equipped with ROPS at an earlier date when necessary to protect the operator of the
equipment under the conditions in which the mobile equipment is, or will be operated.





(d)(l)(vi) J 334a, "Protective Frame Test Procedures and Performance Requirements"; or

(2) The ROPS and supporting attachments will:

(d)(2)(i) Show satisfactory performance by actual test of a prototype involving a roll of
720° or more; or

(d)(2)(ii) Support not less than the weight of the vehicle applied as a uniformly
distributed horizontal load at the top of the structure and perpendicular to a vertical plane
through the longitudinal axis of the prime mover, and support two times the weight of the
vehicle applied as a uniformly distributed vertical load to the top of the structure; 1 or

1 Paragraph (d) of § 77.403-1 is based on the ROPS criteria of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Safety General Safety-Requirements EM 385-1-1, Change 1, No. 21, Para.
18.A.20 (March 27,1972), except that subparagraph (2)(ii) of this paragraph (d) is
substituted for Para. 18.A.20e(2) of the Corps requirements.

(d)(2)(iii) Support the following separately applied minimum loads:

(d)(2)(iii)(A) 125 percent of the weight of the vehicle applied as a uniformly distributed
horizontal load at the top of the ROPS and perpendicular to a critical plane through the
longitudinal axis of the prime mover; and

(d)(2)(iii)(B) A load of twice the weight of the vehicle applied as a uniformly distributed
vertical load to the top of the ROPS after complying with paragraph (d)(l)(iii)(A) of this
section. Stresses shall not exceed the ultimate strength. Steel used in the ROPS must have
capability to perform at 0° P., or exhibit Charpy V-notch impact strength at 8 ft.-lb. at -
20° F. with a standard Charpy V-notch Type A specimen and provide 20 percent
elongation over two inches in a standard two inch gauge length on a 0.505 inch diameter
tensile specimen. Bolts and nuts shall be SAE grade 8 (reference SAE J 429d, J 429e, J
429f or J 429g and J 995, J 995a or J 995b).

(e) Mobile equipment manufactured prior to September 1, 1974 meeting certain existing
governmental requirements for ROPS. Mobile equipment described in paragraph (a) of
this section, manufactured prior to September 1,1974 and already equipped with ROPS,
shall be deemed in compliance with this section if it meets the ROPS requirements of the
State of California, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation of the
U.S. Department of the Interior in effect on April 5,1972, or the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, U.S. Department of Labor. The requirements in effect are:

(1) State of California: Construction Safety Orders 1591(i), 1596, and Logging and
Sawmill Safety Order 5243, issued by the Department of Industrial Relations pursuant to
Division 5, Labor Code §6312, State of California;

(2) U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Safety-General Safety Requirements, EM-385-1-1
(March 1967);





s 77.405 Performing work from a raised position; safeguards.

(a) Men shall not work on or from a piece of mobile equipment in a raised position
until it has been blocked in place securely. This does not preclude the use of equipment
specifically designed as elevated mobile work platforms.

(b) No work shall be performed under machinery or equipment that has been raised
until such machinery or equipment has been securely blocked in position.

s 77.409 Shovels, draglines, and tractors.

(a) Shovels, draglines, and tractors shall not be operated in the presence of any
person exposed to a hazard from its operation and all such equipment shall be provided
with an adequate warning device which shall be sounded by the operator prior to starting
operation.

(b) Shovels and draglines shall be equipped with handrails along and around all
walkways and platforms.

77.410 Mobile equipment; automatic warning devices.

(a) Mobile equipment such as front-end loaders, forklifts, tractors, graders, and
trucks, except pickup trucks with an unobstructed rear view, shall be equipped with a
warning device that—

(1) Gives an audible alarm when the equipment is put in reverse; or
(2) Uses infrared light, ultrasonic waves, radar, or other effective devices to detect

objects or persons at the rear of the equipment, and sounds an audible alarm when a
person or object is detected. This type of discriminating warning device shall—

(i) Have a sensing area of a sufficient size that would allow endangered persons
adequate time to get out of the danger zone.

(ii) Give audible and visual alarms inside the operator's compartment and an audible
alarm outside of the operator's compartment when a person or object is detected in the
sensing area; and

(iii) When the equipment is put in reverse, activate and give a one-time audible and
visual alarm inside the operator's compartment and a one-time audible alarm outside the
operator's compartment.

, (b) Alarms shall be audible above the,surrounding noise levels.
(c) Warning devices shall be maintained in functional condition.
(d) An automatic reverse-activated strobe light may be substituted for an audible

alarm when mobile equipment is operated at night. . • .

s 77.500 Electric power circuits and electric equipment; deenergization.

Power circuits and electric equipment shall be deenergized before work is done on
such circuits and equipment, except when necessary for troubleshooting or testing.

s 77.501 Electric distribution circuits and equipment; repair.





s 77.1001 Stripping; loose material.

Loose hazardous material shall be stripped for a safe distance from the top of pit or
highwalls, and the loose unconsolidated material shall be sloped to the angle of repose, or
barriers, baffle boards, screens, or other devices be provided that afford equivalent
protection.

s 77.1002 Box cuts; spoil material placement.

When box cuts are made, necessary precautions shall be taken to minimize the
possibility of spoil material rolling into the pit.

s 77.1003 Benches.

To insure safe operation, the width and height of benches shall be governed by the
type of equipment to be used and the operation to be performed.

s 77.1004 Ground control; inspection and maintenance; general.

(a) Highwalls, banks, benches, and terrain sloping into the working areas shall be
examined after every rain, freeze, or thaw before men work in such areas, and such
examination shall be made and recorded in accordance with s 77.1713.

(b) Overhanging highwalls and banks shall be taken down and other unsafe ground
conditions shall be corrected promptly, or the area shall be posted.

s 77.1005 Scaling highwalls; general.

(a) Hazardous areas shall be scaled before any other work is performed in the
hazardous area. When scaling of highwalls is necessary to correct conditions that are
hazardous to persons in the area, a safe means shall be provided for performing such

(b) Whenever it becomes necessary for safety to remove hazardous material from
highwalls by hand, the hazardous material shall be approached from a safe direction and
the material removed from a safe location.

s 77.1006 Highwalls; men working.

(a) Men, other than those necessary to correct unsafe conditions, shall not work near
or under dangerous highwalls or banks.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section, men shall not work between
equipment and the highwall or spoil bank where the equipment may hinder escape from
falls or slides.

(c) Special safety precautions shall be taken when men are required to perform repair
work between immobilized equipment and the highwall or spoil bank and such
equipment may hinder escape from falls or slides.





transformers shall be kept free from grass (dry), weeds, underbrush, and other
combustible materials such as trash, rubbish, leaves and paper, for at least 25 feet in all
directions.

s 77.1104 Accumulations of combustible materials.

Combustible materials, grease, lubricants, paints, or flammable liquids shall not be
allowed to accumulate where they can create a fire hazard.

s 77.1105 Internal combustion engines; fueling.

Internal combustion engines, except diesels, shall be shut off and stopped before
being fueled.

s 77.1108 Firefighting equipment; requirements; general.

On and after September 30, 1971, each operator of a coal mine shall provide an
adequate supply of firefighting equipment which is adapted to the size and suitable for
use under the conditions present on the surface at the mine.

s 77.1108-1 Type and capacity of firefighting equipment.

Firefighting equipment required under this s 77.1108 shall meet the following
minimum requirements:

(a) Waterlines. Waterlines shall be capable of delivering 50 gallons of water a
minute at a nozzle pressure of 50 pounds per square inch. Where storage tanks are used
as a source of water supply, the tanks shall be of 1,000-gallon capacity for each 1,000
tons of coal processed (average) per shift.

(b) Fire extinguishers. Fire extinguishers shall be:
(1) Of the appropriate type for the particular fire hazard involved;
(2) Adequate in number and size for the particular fire hazard involved;
(3) Replaced immediately with fully charged extinguishers after any discharge is

made from an extinguisher; and
(4) Approved by the Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc., or the Factory Mutual

Research Corp., or other competent testing agency acceptable to the Mine Safety and
Health Administration.

(c) Fire hose. Firehose and couplings shall meet the requirements of the
Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc., or Factory Mutual Research Corp.'s specifications.
Cotton or cotton-polyester jacketed hose shall be treated in accordance with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Forest Service Specification 182 for mildew resistance. The
water pressure at the hose nozzle shall not be excessively high so as to present a hazard to
the nozzle operator.

s 77.1109 Quantity and location of firefighting equipment.

Preparation plants, dryer plants, tipples, drawoff tunnels, shops, and other surface





s 77.1501 Auger mining; inspections.

(a) The face of all highwalls, to a distance of 25 feet on both sides of each drilling
site, shall be inspected by a certified person before any angering operation is begun, and
at least once during each coal producing shift and all loose material shall be removed
from the drilling site before persons are permitted to enter the drilling area. The results
of all such inspections shall be recorded daily in a book approved by the Secretary.

(b) In addition, the face of all highwalls, to a distance of 25 feet on both sides of each
drilling site, shall be inspected frequently by a certified person during any auger
operation conducted either during or after a heavy rainfall or during any period of
intermittent freezing and thawing and the results of such inspections shall be recorded as
provided in paragraph (a) of this section.

(c) When an auger hole penetrates an abandoned or mined out area of an
underground mine, tests for methane and oxygen deficiency shall be made at the collar of
the hole by a qualified person using devices approved by the Secretary to determine if
dangerous quantities of methane or oxygen-deficient air are present or being emitted. If
such is found no further work shall be performed until the atmosphere has been made

(d) Tests for oxygen deficiency shall be conducted with a permissible flame safety
lamp or other means approved by the Secretary and all tests for methane shall be
conducted with a methane detector approved by the Secretary.

(e) Internal combustion engines shall not be operated in the vicinity of any auger
hole in which tests for methane or oxygen deficiency are being made.

s 77.1503 Augering equipment; overhead protection.

(a) Auger machines which are exposed to highwall hazards, together with all those
parts of any coal elevating conveyors where persons are required to work during augering
operations, shall be covered with heavy gage screen which does not obstruct the view of
the highwall and is strong enough to prevent injuries to workmen from falling material.

(b) No work shall be done under any overhang and, when a crew is engaged in
connecting or disconnecting auger sections under a highwall, at least one person shall be
assigned to observe the highwall for possible movement.

s 77.1504 Auger equipment; operation.

(a) Persons shall be kept clear of the auger train while it is in motion and shall not be
permitted to pass under or Over an auger train, except where adequate crossing facilities
are provided.

(b) Persons shall be kept clear of auger sections being swung into position.
(c) No person, including the auger machine operator, shall, where practicable, be

stationed in direct line with a borehole during augering operations.
(d) Operator of auger equipment shall not leave the controls of such equipment while

the auger is in operation. .
(e) Adequate illumination shall be provided for work areas after dark.





(k) Men shall not work or pass under the buckets or booms of loaders in operation.
(1) Tires shall be deflated before repairs on them are started and adequate means shall

be provided to prevent wheel locking rims from creating a hazard during tire inflation.
(m) Electrically powered mobile equipment shall not be left unattended unless the

master switch is in the off position, all operating controls are in the neutral position, and
the brakes are set or other equivalent precautions are taken against rolling.

(n) Mobile equipment shall not be left unattended unless the brakes are set. The
wheels shall be turned into a bank or berm, or shall be blocked, when such equipment is
parked on a grade.

(o) Lights, flares, or other warning devices shall be posted when parked equipment
creates a hazard to vehicular traffic.

(p) Dippers, buckets, scraper blades, and similar movable parts shall be secured or
lowered to the ground when not in use.

(q) Shovel trailing cables shall not be moved with the shovel dipper unless cable
slings or sleds are used,

(r) Equipment which is to be hauled shall be loaded and protected so as to prevent
sliding or spillage.

(s) When moving between work areas, the equipment shall be secured in the travel
position.

(t) Any load extending more than 4 feet beyond the rear of the vehicle body should
be marked clearly with a red flag by day and a red light at night.

(u) Tow bars shall be used to tow heavy equipment and a safety chain shall be used
in conjunction with each tow bar.

(x) Persons shall wear safety belts when dropping railroad cars.
(bb) When the entire length of a conveyor is visible from the starting switch, the

operator shall visually check to make certain that all persons are in the clear before
starting the conveyor. When the entire length of the conveyor is not visible from the
starting switch, a positive audible or visible warning system shall be installed and
operated to warn persons that the conveyor will be started.

(cc) Unguarded conveyors with walkways shall be equipped with emergency stop
devices or cords along their full length.

(dd) Adequate backstops or brakes shall be installed on inclined-conveyor drive units
to prevent conveyors from running in reverse if a hazard to personnel would be caused.

(ee) Aerial tram conveyor buckets shall not be overloaded, and feed shall be
regulated to prevent spillage.

s 77.1608 Dumping facilities.

(a) Dumping locations and haulage roads shall be kept reasonably free of water,
debris, and spillage. .

(b) Where the ground at a dumping place may fail to support the weight of a loaded
dump truck, trucks shall be dumped a safe distance back from the edge of the bank.

(c) Adequate protection shall be provided at dumping locations where persons may
be endangered by falling material.

(d) Grizzlies, grates, and other sizing devices at dump and transfer points shall be
anchored securely in place.





containers and such supplies shall be accessible to the miners,

s 77.1710 Protective clothing; requirements.

Each employee working in a surface coal mine or in the surface work areas of an
underground coal mine shall be required to wear protective clothing and devices as
indicated below:

(a) Protective clothing or equipment and face-shields or goggles shall be worn when
welding, cutting, or working with molten metal or when other hazards to the eyes exist.

(b) Suitable protective clothing to cover the entire body when handling corrosive or
toxic substances or other materials which might cause injury to the skin.

(c) Protective gloves when handling materials or performing work which might
cause injury to the hands; however, gloves shall not be worn where they would create a
greater hazard by becoming entangled in the moving parts of equipment.

(d) A suitable hard hat or hard cap when in or around a mine or plant where falling
objects may create a hazard. If a hard hat or hard cap is painted, nonmetallic based paint
shall be used.

(e) Suitable protective footwear.
(f) Snug-fitting clothing when working around moving machinery or equipment.
(g) Safety belts and lines, where there is danger of falling; a second person shall tend

the lifeline when bins, tanks, or other dangerous areas are entered.
(h) Lifejackets or belts where there is danger from falling into water,
(i) Seatbelts in a vehicle where there is a danger of overturning and where roll

protection is provided.

s 77.1711 Smoking prohibition.

No person shall smoke or use an open flame where such practice may cause a fire or
explosion.

s 77.1713 Daily inspection of surface coal mine; certified person; reports of inspection.

(a) At least once during each working shift, or more often if necessary for safety,
each active working area and each active surface installation shall be examined by a
certified person designated by the operator to conduct such examinations for hazardous
conditions and any hazardous conditions noted during such examinations shall be
reported to the operator and shall be corrected by the operator.

(b) If any hazardous condition noted during an examination conducted in accordance
with paragraph (a) of this section creates an imminent danger, the person conducting such
examination shall notify the operator and the operator shall withdraw all persons from the
area affected, except those persons referred to in section 104(d) of the Act, until the
danger is abated.

(c) After each examination conducted in accordance with the provisions of paragraph
(a) of this section, each certified person who conducted all or any part of the examination
required shall enter with ink or indelible pencil in a book approved by the Secretary the
date and a report of the condition of the mine or any area of the mine which he has





Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

Rachel Carson State Office Building
P.O. Box 2063

Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063
May 15, 2008

Policy Office 717-783-8727

Kim Kaufman, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Markete Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Re: Final-Form Rulemaking - Surface Mining (#7-414)
Final-Form Rulemaking - Mine Opening Blasting (#7-400)
Final-Form Rulemaking - Stream Redesignations (Big Brook, et al) (#7-410)

Dear Mr. Kaufmann:

Pursuant to Section 5.1 (a) of the Regulatory Review Act, please find enclosed copies of three
final-form rulemakings for review and comment by the Independent Regulatory Review Commission.
The Environmental Quality Board (EQB) approved these final-form rulemakings at its April 15, 2008,
meeting.

The Surface Mining final-form rulemaking updates the safety requirements in 25 Pa Code,
Chapter 209 (relating to coal mines) by rescinding and renaming the chapter to 209A Surface Mining and
adopting by reference select safety standards from the U.S. Department of Labor, Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) regulations at 30 CFR Parts 56 and 77. The current provisions of Chapter 209,
Subchapter A (relating to general safety in bituminous coal strip mines) are antiquated and differ from
safety requirements established by MSHA. This difference in standards is a source of conflict and
jeopardizes safety at bituminous surface mines. Other than for blasting, there are no Department safety
regulations for anthracite surface mines. The provisions of Chapter 209, Subchapter B (relating to
explosives in anthracite strip mines) are also out of date and redundant since applicable provisions are
found in 25 Pa Code, Chapter 88 (relating to anthracite mines) and 25 Pa Code, Chapter 211 (relating to
the use, storage and handling of explosives). There are no Department regulations specifying safety
standards for surface industrial mineral mines. By adopting the MSHA standards, the Department's
safety standards are modernized and additional costs on operators are minimized.

The proposed rulemaking was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on September 1, 2007.
During the 30-day public comment period, Essroc Cement Corporation and the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission submitted comments to the EQB. Their comments resulted in modifications to the
proposal, which are included in the final form rulemaking. On January 10, 2008, the Mining and
Reclamation Advisory Board (MRAB) reviewed and approved the final rulemaking package.
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The Mine Opening Blasting final-form rulemaking includes amendments to clarify that the use of
explosives in connection with the construction of a mine opening for an underground coal or noncoal
mine is a surface mining activity subject to the applicable requirements in 25 Pa Code, Chapter 77,
Chapter 87, or Chapter 88 and that the person conducting the blasting activity shall possess a blaster's
license. In addition, the rulemaking also includes amendments that will make the scheduling require-
ments for the use of explosives for constructing openings for coal and industrial mineral underground
mines more flexible. The requirements for protective measures to be taken when surface coal mine
blasting is in proximity to a public highway or an entrance to a mine are also made more flexible. Finally,
a category for mine opening blasting is being added to the classifications of blaster's licenses. These
final-form regulations are more stringent than the federal regulations because the federal regulations only
apply to the initial blasts for mine opening blasting. The risks and nuisances to persons and property near
mine opening blasting constitute a compelling need for these regulations.

The proposed regulations were published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on September 2, 2006, at
36 Pa.B. 5608, commencing a 30-day public comment period. The EQB received comments on the
proposal from the Pennsylvania Coal Association and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission.
These commentators raised two main issues concerning the need to apply the surface coal mine blasting
regulations to all mine opening blasting and the statutory authority for such activity. In response, the
Department maintains that all activities related to the construction of the entire mine opening is surface
mining activity regulated by the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) and the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (NCSMCRA).

MRAB considered the final rulemaking at its January 24, 2007, meeting, where the Board
discussed the Department's regulatory authority over blasting associated with the construction of the
entire mine shaft. The members of the MRAB voted to not endorse the final regulation as a number of
members believe that mine opening blasting down to the coal seam is not surface mining activity.
Although the Department appreciates the advice of the MRAB, the Department wishes to proceed with
the final rulemaking.

The Big Brook, et al Stream Redesignation final-form rulemaking includes amendments to 25 Pa
Code, Chapter 93 for the redesignation of eight streams, of which five were evaluated in response to
rulemaking petitions submitted to the EQB, including Big Brook (Lebanon Township Board of
Supervisors; Wayne County), Brooke Evans Creek (Larry Piasecki: Montgomery County), Wissahickon
Creek (Upper Gwynedd Township; Montgomery County), Furnace Run (Conestoga Valley High School
students, Lancaster County), Clarion River (Iron Furnace Chapter of Trout Unlimited, the Alliance for
Wetlands and Wildlife, the Commissioners of Clarion County, and Reliant Energy Mid-Atlantic Power
Holding LLC). The three additional streams that are a part of this rulemaking were evaluated based upon
Department staff recommendations and include Beaver Creek (Chester County), Mill Creek (Berks
County), and Stone Creek (Bedford County).

The regulatory changes included in this final rulemaking are the result of aquatic studies
conducted by the Department. The physical, chemical, and biological characteristics and other
information on these water bodies were evaluated to determine the appropriateness of the current and
requested designations using applicable regulatory criteria and definitions. In reviewing whether
waterbodies qualify as HQ or EV waters, the Department considered the criteria in 25 Pa Code,
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Section 93.4b (relating to qualifying as High Quality or Exceptional Value Waters). No changes were
made to the ^designations that were contained in the proposed rulemaking.

The proposed rulemaking was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on May 12, 2007
(37 Pa.B. 2190). During the 45-day public comment period on the proposed rulemaking, the Department
received comments from 2 commentators, including the U.S. EPA, Region 3 and the Upper Gwynedd
Township, which are addressed in the Comment and Response document, which accompanies the final
rulemaking.

The Department will provide assistance as necessary to facilitate the Commission's review of
these final-form rulemakings under Section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act. Please contact me at the
number listed on the letterhead if you have any questions or need additional information.

Sincerely,

Michele L. Tate
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosures
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